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A B S T R A C T

Flexible paper electrodes with high conductivity and hierarchical porosity have been intensely required to de-
velop next-generation supercapacitors with high energy density and power density. Herein, glucose-derived
hydrothermal carbon nanospheres (CNSs) are chemically activated into highly porous carbon nanospheres
(HPCNSs), which are uniformly dispersed by graphene oxide (GO) in water. Upon filtration, the resultant GO/
HPCNS composites are assembled into a flexible composite paper of HPCNSs embedded in a parallelly arranged
GO framework. Upon chemical reduction from GO to reduced graphene oxide (rGO), the rGO/HPCNS composite
paper as a binder-free electrode facilitates the assembly of flexible supercapacitors. The rGO/HPCNS composite
paper with optimized rGO/HPCNS ratio delivers high specific capacitance (235.3 F g−1 at 0.2 A g−1) and high
cyclic stability (capacitance retention of 91% at 5 A g−1 after 5000 charge/discharge cycles), attributing to their
excellent structural stability, 3D conductive network and hierarchical porosity.

1. Introduction

Due to the depletion of fossil fuel supplies, energy shortage has
become one of the most important issues recently. Among existing
energy storage devices, due to their high power density, long lifetime
and low maintenance cost, supercapacitors offer a promising approach
to meet increasing demands of promising energy storages [1–4]. To
make breakthroughs in critical technologies for the developments of
supercapacitors, the design and synthesis of high-performance elec-
trode materials unquestionably provides important and efficient routes
for largely improving the electrochemical performance of as-fabricated
supercapacitors [5]. Carbon materials and their composites are in-
tensively investigated as high-performance electrode materials in the
past years [6–9]. Carbon composites, a family of new-emerging ad-
vanced composite materials mainly including carbon materials such as
carbon nanotubes, graphene, and carbon nanospheres (CNSs), have
attracted considerable attention due to their tunable graphitic struc-
tures and tailored properties far beyond individual carbon materials.
For instance, the combination of graphene and CNSs into hierarchical
carbon composites has been achieved for energy storage [7,8]. With
well-designed nanostructures, individual CNSs were wrapped with
graphene sheets, and thus large enhancements in electrochemical per-
formance have been observed due to efficient ion/electron transports in
the composites.

At present, the challenges still remain in the preparation of hier-
archical carbon composites. One is how to achieve an enhanced inter-
action between individual carbon materials throughout the composites,
and the other one is how to obtain ordered nanostructures in a mac-
roscopic scale [10,11]. To address these issues, we described a simple
and efficient strategy for the fabrication of a carbon composite paper
consisting of two-dimensional (2D) reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and
three-dimensional (3D) highly porous carbon nanospheres (HPCNSs)
via filtration-induced self-assembly followed by chemical reduction.
The 2D rGO and 3D HPCNSs were assembled into mechanically flexible,
electrically conductive and lightweight paper-like materials. The re-
sultant carbon composite paper with a tunable rGO-to-HPCNS ratio as a
self-standing electrode material for supercapacitors shows largely im-
proved capacitances than that of neat rGO paper. This study thus pro-
vides a straightforward strategy for the preparation of flexible and or-
dered carbon composite paper with nanocarbon building blocks in
different dimensions, and their practical applications as flexible su-
percapacitor electrodes are also demonstrated.

2. Results and discussion

The CNSs were synthesized via a hydrothermal carbonization from
glucose according to literature [12,13]. The as-obtained CNSs were
further chemically activated using potassium hydroxide (KOH) to
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generate the HPCNSs with well-defined micropores [14]. TEM images
of the CNSs and HPCNSs (Figs. S1a–1b) indicate that the HPCNSs
maintain the spherical shapes but show higher surface roughness after
activation. Figs. S2c and 2d show the nitrogen adsorption/desorption
isotherms and corresponding pore size distributions of the CNSs and
HPCNSs. Different from the CNSs with almost no nitrogen adsorptions,
the HPCNSs show much larger nitrogen adsorption ability. The nitrogen
adsorption isotherms of the HPCNSs are almost type I, indicating that
the HPCNSs have large micropore volumes [15]. The summarized data
in Table S1 indicates that the HPCNSs exhibit a large surface area of
887m2 g−1 with pore sizes smaller than 8 Å, suggesting the successful
introduction of micropores into CNSs via KOH activation.

A non-covalent strategy for the uniform dispersion of HPCNSs using
GO as the dispersants was further proposed, thus forming a carbon
composite of GO and HPCNSs [16–18]. Fig. S3 shows an atomic force
microscope (AFM) image and height profile of the GO sheets. The GO
sheets show a uniform thickness of 1.1–1.3 nm, and the lateral sizes are
in a range of several to several dozens of micrometers. A uniform sus-
pension of the GO/HPCNS composites was simply prepared by adding
the HPCNSs into the GO suspension (2mgmL−1) under sonication for
half an hour. Fig. 1a illustrates the aqueous dispersibility of the GO,

GO/HPCNS-2 and HPCNSs after settling for two days. The dispersion of
the GO is pretty good, while serious precipitation is observed for the
HPCNSs. For the case of the GO/HPCNS-2, no precipitation is found at
the bottom of the vial. TEM observations also indicate an efficient
composition evidences for 2D GO sheets and 3D HPCNSs. Fig. 1b shows
the TEM image of the GO/HPCNS-2, indicating that the GO sheets are
separated with closely packaged HPCNSs. No obvious aggregations of
individual HPCNSs and GO are observed. Therefore, the GO sheets
serve as 2D dispersant for uniformly dispersing the HPCNSs due to close
interactions between the GO sheets and HPCNSs (Fig. 1c).

The aqueous dispersion of the GO/HPCNS composites fascinates the
fabrication of GO-based composite papers [19–23]. As shown in Fig. 2,
the GO/HPCNS composites as the building blocks were vacuum filtered,
forming a pressure-induced orientation of GO within the resultant
composite papers. The thicknesses of the GO/HPCNS composite papers
were simply controlled by tuning the amounts of the GO/HPCNS
composites for filtration. Upon drying at 60 °C overnight, a free-
standing GO/HPCNS composite paper was obtained. The GO/HPCNS
composite papers with 4/1, 2/1 and 1/1 GO/HPCNS ratios show a good
flexibility. However, upon further increasing the HPCNS contents, the
composite papers typically became brittle, which were easily broken

Fig. 1. (a) Digital picture showing the dispersion of GO, GO/HPCNS-2, and HPCNSs in water. (b) TEM image of GO/HPCNS-2. (c) Schematic illustration for the
assisted-dispersion of HPCNSs using GO sheets.
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upon drying. The GO sheets within the GO/HPCNS composite papers
were then chemically reduced into rGO using hydroiodic acid (HI) as
the reducing agent, and the good flexibility of the rGO/HPCNS com-
posite papers still maintained. The Raman spectra of the GO and rGO
show that the ID/IG ratios increase significantly from 1.04 to 1.41 (Fig.
S4), indicating the successful reduction of GO [24].

Fracture-surface SEM images of the rGO/HPCNS composite papers
were obtained (Fig. 3). All the samples clearly show a highly-ordered
aligned structure, indicating that arranged rGO assemblies were
achieved under the directional filtration flow. The HPCNSs bridged the
space between the large lateral rGO framework, and additional pores
surrounding the HPCNSs were obtained.

Fig. 4a and b indicate the nitrogen adsorption isotherms and pore
size distributions of neat rGO and rGO/HPCNS composite papers
(summarized in Table 1). Neat rGO paper shows a low surface area of
67m2 g−1, and the pore sizes are mainly micropores. With addition of

the HPCNSs into the rGO interlayers, the surface area of the composite
papers dramatically increases into 170, 496 and 460m2 g−1 for the
rGO/HPCNS-1, rGO/HPCNS-2 and rGO/HPCNS-3, respectively. More
interestingly, the mesoporous structures are successfully introduced
into the composite papers, for instances, the proportion of the micro-
pore volume of the rGO/HPCNS-2 increases into 41%. The hierarchical
porosity among the rGO/HPCNS-2 composite paper fascinates an effi-
cient ion transfer during electrochemical processes [25].

Fig. S5a shows the CV curves of the CNSs and HPCNSs in a
1MH2SO4 electrolyte, while Fig. S5b exhibits the specific capacitances
of the CNSs and HPCNSs at various current densities. The HPCNSs show
a much larger capacitance than that of neat CNSs. The dramatic de-
creases of capacitances of the HPCNSs especially under large current
density attribute to micropores-only structure presenting limited ion
accessibility [26]. Fig. 5a shows the CV curves of the rGO and rGO/
HPCNS composite papers in acidic electrolyte, and Fig. 5b summaries

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration for the fabrication of the flexible rGO/HPCNS composite papers.

Fig. 3. Cross-section SEM images of (a) rGO, (b) rGO/HPCNS-1, (c) rGO/HPCNS-2 and (d) rGO/HPCNS-3 composite papers.
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the specific capacitances of these electrodes at different current den-
sities. The CV curves show the rectangular shapes ascribing to the
electric double-layer capacitor (EDLC) behaviors. The specific capaci-
tances of the rGO/HPCNS composite papers are far superior to that of
neat rGO paper. In particular, the specific capacitance of the rGO/
HPCNS-2 (235.5 F g−1) at 0.2 A g−1 is notably higher than that of neat
rGO (135.5 F g−1). The specific capacitance of the rGO/HPCNS-2
reaches 130 F g−1 at 10 A g−1, maintaining a 55% of the capacitance at
0.2 A g−1. Table S2 compares the electrochemical performance of rGO/
HPCNS-2 composite paper electrode with recently-reported graphene-
based films for supercapacitors. The results indicate that the rGO/
HPCNS-2 composite paper is a promising electrode material for super-
capacitors. The excellent rate capabilities are ascribed to largely im-
proved ionic conductivities of the composite papers, and the extremely
stable 3D rGO/HPCNS-2 composite framework contributes well for the
high rate performance [4].

The rGO/HPCNS-2 composite paper exhibits an excellent capacitive
property in ranges of scan rates of 20–500mV s−1 in Fig. 5c, and the
increased current densities with increased scan rates mean their ex-
cellent rate capabilities for the rGO/HPCNS electrodes. The shapes of
the CV curves of the electrodes remain undistorted at an extremely
large scan rate of 500mV s−1. The cycling data of rGO/HPCNS com-
posite papers and neat rGO paper are presented in Fig. 5d. The specific
capacitance of the rGO/HPCNS-2 electrode maintains at 142.9 F g−1

after 5000 charge/discharge cycles, which is much higher than that of
rGO (82.8 F g−1), rGO/HPCNS-1 (132.5 F g−1) and rGO/HPCNS-3
(90.3 F g−1), demonstrating its favorable cycling stability. Electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is used to investigate the
transport behaviors of the electrodes, and the resultant Nyquist plots
are shown in Fig. 5e. First, in low-frequency regions, vertical lines of
the impedance plots are the characteristics of pure EDLC behaviors. The
Nyquist plots of the rGO paper and rGO/HPCNS composite papers show
relatively vertical lines in low-frequency region, and vertical shapes at
low-frequency region indicate their ion-diffusion-controlled behaviors
within the electrodes. Second, the intercepts of the EIS curves at X-axis
at high-frequency region represent the equivalent series resistance (Rs)
of the electrodes. The rGO and rGO/HPCNS composite papers show the
Rs values at ∼5.5Ω, indicating a good conducting nature of the

electrodes. The diameters of the semicircles in high-frequency region
indicate the charge transfer resistance (Rct) of the electrodes, and the
Rct values of the rGO, rGO/HPCNS-1 and rGO/HPCNS-2 exhibit similar
small values. Therefore, the excellent electron/ion diffusion behaviors
result in good electrochemical performance of the rGO/HPCNS-2 elec-
trodes.

A possible mechanism for largely enhanced capacitive performance
for the composite paper electrodes was thus proposed (Fig. 5f). First,
the capacitive enhancements were ascribed to smaller resistances and
rapider electron transport pathways within the electrodes, because
imbedded HPCNSs acted as novel “crosslinking” sites bridging paral-
lelly arranged rGO sheets into a highly conductive framework [27],
which was also confirmed by the enhanced conductivity from the EIS
results (Fig. 5e). Second, the significantly improved capacitances of the
rGO/HPCNS composite electrodes were ascribed to unique hierarchical
porosity, namely, besides the micropores within the HPCNSs, the in-
troduction of hierarchical structures throughout the composite papers
contributed to more efficient ionic transport [28]. Moreover, mechan-
ical flexibility of the composite papers were another important reason
for the largely improved capacitive performance [29].

3. Conclusion

In summary, a simple and practical strategy of vacuum-assisted self-
assembly has been used to fabricate flexible and electrically conductive
carbon composite papers. The resultant rGO/HPCNS composite papers
show much improved electrochemical performance than that of neat
rGO paper. The well-designed and uniform-distributed meso- and
micro-pores within the rGO/HPCNS composite papers play significant
roles in improving the capacitive behaviors including a high specific
capacitance (235.3 F g−1 at 0.2 A g−1) and good cycle performance (a
capacitance retention of 91% at 5 A g−1 after 5000 charge/discharge
cycles). This study therefore proposed a simple and effective way to
fabricate unique carbon composite paper-like materials to meet their
diverse applications in energy fields such as flexible batteries, solar cells
and sensors.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.coco.2019.01.010.

Fig. 4. (a) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms and (b) pore size distributions of the rGO, rGO/HPCNS-1, rGO/HPCNS-2, rGO/HPCNS-3 and HPCNSs.

Table 1
BET surface areas and pore size distributions of rGO and rGO/HPCNS composite
papers.

Sample SBET [m2 g−1] Pore volume [mL g−1]

Total Micro Meso

rGO 67 0.09 0.08 0.01
rGO/HPCNS-1 170 0.10 0.05 0.05
rGO/HPCNS-2 496 0.22 0.13 0.09
rGO/HPCNS-3 460 0.19 0.13 0.06
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